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I have written this latest article about redistricting and started over so
many times I’ve lost count. The root of every effort I’ve made so far
has been about finding the logic in the process that brought us to this
point, but I just couldn’t make it work. I keep weaving back and forth
through the events that brought us here. I was there when IPDG Ray
created a comprehensive plan to create a more sustainable Multiple
District, only to have it rejected. I saw 4 DGs vote against the recommendation of the Redistricting Committee Chair and the will of the Lions they represent for reasons only known to them. I watched nearly
speechless as a handful of MD-24 ‘power players’ used every tool at
their disposal to silence our protests and deny us our right to choose
how to run our own district. And they did it at the cost of the parliamentary procedure put in place for nearly a century to prevent this exact
kind of thing from happening … As I write this I realize that’s why all my
previous attempts at this article have failed, I couldn’t find the logic in
this series of events because there is none.
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That said we are still protesting the merger. Even now we are putting
together one last attempt at making it clear to LCI our district did not
endorse this move and it would be bad for us and the people we serve.
With any luck, good sense will win, and at the very least it will get a
re-vote at the next State Convention.
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As we move ahead, there are a few realities we must face. If the merger becomes inevitable we
must embrace it, together, in every respect. 1st VDG Beth and I had a long conversation and we are
in 100% agreement that once the merger with 24-B is a certainty we have to do everything we can to
work with our counterparts to create the best possible version of what will become 24-I in 2018. The
24-D I know is not one to sulk, gather up our marbles and go home… that’s another district. I know
the frustration many of you feel, I really do, but we have to remember no matter what the cost, too
many people depend on our services for us to just quit. They are the reason I’ve resisted so hard for
this long. Every hardship we experience during and after the transition to 24-I isn’t just felt by us, it
will be felt by the people we are here to serve. That is why we have protested this long. That is why
we will have to be strong and make 24-I not just work, but thrive. Lion Beth has my full support and
confidence; please do not interpret her efforts of creating a smooth transition as working against us.
In fact, that goes for any Lion doing their best to make this thing work.
I’m going to leave you with this; 24-D is the strongest most effective district in the multiple. This
change will be hard, and fraught with challenges… some of which we cannot predict. We are strong
enough to overcome them and, if it should come to pass, it will become our job to show District 24-I
what Lionism is all about.
Thank you for your support and dedication. I’m proud of you all.
Yours in Lionism,
Lion Tucker Casanova
District Governor, 24-D

It’s always nice to welcome new faces and friends into the Lions Organization.
Please join me in welcoming these 5 new members into the District and make it a
point to say hello when your meet them.
Carol Ann Hutchings, Cape Charles
Linda Benner, James City
Evelyn Ellis, Surry County
Reginald Mason, Tappahannock
Karen Parker, Virginia Beach Central
Aaron Sturniolo, VB Thalia
Monica Sturniolo, VB Thalia
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Lions Project for Canine Companions for Independence
In late October I had the opportunity to attend a seminar about Lions Project for Canine Companions for
Independence (LPCCI) during my visit to the District 24A Fall Conference. The session was both inspiring and informative. I’d like to share with you what I learned about the organization. CCI doesn’t compete with Leader Dog; in fact the organization provides service dogs to persons with disabilities other
than blindness. There are four types of assistance teams:
·

Service Teams – Adults and adolescent’s with physical disabilities who work with Canine Com
panions to extend their abilities and utilize the dog to perform physical tasks such as pulling a
wheelchair and retrieving dropped items.

·

Skilled Companion Teams – Three part team comprised of child or adult with physical, develop
mental or emotional disabilities, a primary caretaker, and a Canine Companion who helps with
physical tasks and creates a bond of companionship, affection and love.

·

Facility Teams – Adults who work as rehabilitation professionals, caregivers or educators and
utilize a Canine Companion to improve the mental, physical or emotional health of those in their
care.

·

Hearing Teams – Adults who are hard of hearing or deaf who use a Canine Companion to alert
them to everyday sounds such as doorbells, alarm clocks and smoke alarms.

Presenter Lion Nancy, who has a Canine Companion, really inspired me with her personal story
about receiving a dog. Nancy was married, had children, enjoyed an active life and was employed
as a nurse when she was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis. Her husband decided to leave rather
than help her readjust to a different life. This additional loss, combined with her medical condition,
sent her on a downward spiral into the depths of depression. Just as Nancy was at the lowest point,
CCI called her to come to training to receive a dog. She credits her first dog with literally saving her
life. Her dog now helps her dress, performs daily living skills and even brought her the phone to call
for help when she fell. This Service Team exemplifies the CCI motto: Exceptional Dogs for Exceptional People. The Lions Project for Canine Companions for Independence is a 501 (C)(3) non-profit
founded in 1983 by two California Lions’ Districts as a way for Lions Clubs to support CCI. Today,
Lions Clubs in 35 states support LPCCI through financial donations, puppy raisers, breeders – caretakers, chapter group members, volunteers, and goodwill ambassadors spreading the word about
CCI programs. As Lions we grow when we take the time to learn about all the wonderful services
available in the communities around us. I encourage you to take the time to learn more about Lions
Project for Canine Companions for Independence; I’m glad I did.
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NOVEMBER
1
Hampton-Mercury OV (Lunch)
2
Craddock OV
3
Southside OV (Lunch)
4-6
24-B Fall Conference, Fredericksburg
7
Newport News Host OV
8
VB Aragona-Pembroke OV
10
Warwick OV
11-12 24-C Fall Conference, Shenandoah University
11-12 MD24 Pin Swap
14
Churchland OV
15
Middlesex County OV
16
VB Thalia OV
17
New Kent County OV
22
Lancaster County OV
29
Zone B Meeting (TBD)

DECEMBER
6
VB Woodstock OV
10
VB Town Ctr Blind Lions OV
20
Surry County OV
25
Christmas
27
Zone A Meeting (TBD)
JANUARY
3
Wards Corner OV
6-8
Council of Governors (Roakoke)
10
Princess Anne OV
12
Northumberland OV
16
Deep Creek OV
17
Portsmouth Children’s First OV
19
Poquoson OV
24
Great Bridge OV/60th Charter Night
26
York OV
MARCH
2
Hampton-Phoebus OV/70th Charter Night
3-5
COG (Roanoke)
9
VB Kempsville OV
14
Mathews OV
14
Region I Meeting (Mathews)
21
KWCCF OV
24
Northampton Charter Night

FEBRUARY
TBD Governor’s Winter Social/Cabinet Mtg
9
Gloucester OV
16
Norview OV
21
VB Central OV
23
NN Denbigh OV
28
Ocean-Lynnhaven Golden OV

APRIL
5
Eyebank Tour (Thalia)
11
Middlesex 55th Charter Night
15
District Leadership Training (Oak Grove UMC)
18
Tappahannock 75th Charter Night
22
Journey for Sight
MAY
16
Suffolk OV
16
Zone A Meeting (Tappahannock)
25-28 MD24 State Convention (Roanoke)
JUNE
14
Final District Meeting
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15 Reasons You Should Enjoy Offering the Lions Experience
Tailored from an article by Dr. John Sullivan February 17, 2014 ERE Media
for the Lions Clubs of 24D by Mack Stevens GMT

The reasons are divided in three different categories: the impact factors, the excitement factors, and the
leadership factors.
Impact-related reasons
If you’re interested in having a big impact, here are five reasons to consider becoming a recruiter.
1. You literally change people’s lives — By involving someone in fun and meaningful projects you
show them how much fun it is to get involved in their community and use their time wisely. Because of that tremendous impact, most recruiters find it easy to maintain a high level of excitement and commitment to excellence. Also, by answering prospective member’s questions, and by
calming them down through education, prospective new members feel welcome, comfortable and
prepared to be a Lion for life.
2. Recruiting is No. 1 in Club Involvement — To bring in new members your club will need to run
more projects which require more members. It becomes an endless cycle. Research has shown
that recruiters have the greatest impact on bringing in talented new members to our clubs. Just
like in sports, it is obvious to almost everyone that you are making a difference when you successfully recruit talented members into our organization. In some cases, a single new member
that you bring in could create a major innovation or a new project affecting thousands of people. If
you have the right skill set, you can tweak your own recruiting process so that it also successfully
presents and recruits talented, diverse candidates and innovators.
3. You will be the face of your club — you will be the first and in some cases the only contact that
potential new member has with your club. As a result, you will have the unique opportunity to represent the organization and reinforce its image by treating new members as if they were the clients we help. As a “brand ambassador,” you also have the responsibility for spreading the word in
person and on social media and the Internet about the factors that make your club a great place
to volunteer.
4. Other members will be grateful — as you bring in more help, the number of members who will
be grateful to you for helping them replace them in their current position will continue to increase.
Board members will also be thankful that you helped to improve their team’s performance by finding and landing qualified candidates. As result, most recruiters will have many thankful members
and officers who are willing to do them a favor in return or who will gladly offer their assistance in
recruiting additional new talent.
5. If you have initiative, you can create new ways to recruit members — in some clubs, heavy
project loads and a hectic schedule means that most clubs, simply don’t take the time out to create new recruiting initiatives. As a result, if you find the time to discover or design new recruiting,
technology, or metric approaches, you may be given the opportunity to develop and implement
them.
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Excitement-related reasons
If you’re interested in excitement, here are eight reasons to consider becoming a recruiter.
1. The competition is exciting — if you are competitive, as a recruiter you will realize that bringing in new people is a head-to-head competition that can be energizing. Every day you are
competing for people’s time, money and sweat. Most recruiters also find that discovering hidden talent is also exhilarating, as is successfully convincing top prospects, who have multiple
choices, to pick your club’s activities.
2. There is a clear winner — unlike many activities, recruiting for a particular club never has a
clear beginning and ending point. As a result, after an exhaustive search you will begin to see
your club thrive with new ideas, raising more money and helping more people than it has in
past years.
3. An opportunity to meet the best — if you like to meet and interact with exciting people, recruiting allows you to meet and get to know hundreds of outstanding people and some innovators each month. In many cases, you get to know these individuals in some depth because
that is necessary if you are to fully understand their needs and to be able to successfully present them to other members of the club.
4. An opportunity to interact with district leadership — recruiters have the opportunity on a
weekly basis to interact with our officers at all levels of the organization. As a result, not only
will you get to know them personally, but they will see the quality of your work directly.
5. You will make and keep many friendships — because most people look for new activities
many times during their lives, almost everyone understands the value of knowing recruiters.
So, many of the people who you meet both in your business and private life will want to maintain a relationship with you on the hope that you may someday help them. They will also want
a relationship in the hope that you will provide them with periodic help as a reference. And because it’s part of your job as a recruiter to be continually scouting for new talent and building
your network of influence, the time you spend building these personal and professional relationships really pays off.
6. Continually changing assignments — because most recruiters look for people with a variety
of different skills, you’ll be acquainted with every aspect of how the club runs. This variety can
be challenging but it also keeps the job interesting and continually changing.
7. Freedom and control — because your job is to encourage new people to get involved you
usually aren’t given the tedious and menial tasks at projects but instead you are needed to
meet and greet. It’s your job to help fill those meaningful tasks with hard workers which has its
own unique challenges. Most recruiters have a great deal of control over their work. This
means that most recruiters have a great deal of freedom over the “what and the when” of their
work, as long as they produce results.
8. Recruiting tools are continually evolving — if you enjoy continually learning, you will find
recruiting to be exciting because it is probably the fastest changing field in talent management.
Because of this rapid rate of change, you will be constantly learning how to use new technologies and new communications approaches. This is in part because you simply can’t successfully recruit top talent without using the same advanced communications approaches that your
top candidates have already embraced. This continuing evolution means that you can’t ever
stand still in recruiting but you won’t want to, because you will find the new recruiting ap-
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proaches to be so compelling and exciting. And fortunately you won’t need to return to school
to update your recruiting knowledge, because the best recruiters learn continually and informally on social media and the Internet.

Leadership reasons
If you’re interested in pursuing a club office in recruiting, here are couple reasons that contribute
toward making it a desirable choice.
1. Moving into higher officer positions is a snap — even though recruiting is exciting, many
Lions actually prefer the more predictable fields of training, retention, and leadership. As a result of this yearning, recruiting has a high “pass-through rate.” So if you stick with recruiting, it
often takes much less time to reach club President or District officer status.
2. You’ll know right away if you are any good — unlike many offices, it doesn’t take years of
practice to become competent as a recruiter. And in the same light, because success is so
obvious, you will know within months whether you have what it takes to become a good recruiter. Like anything else it takes practice and perseverance.

Final Thoughts
Even though this article focused on the many reasons why recruiting is such an exciting and impactful job, there are obviously also some drawbacks. The strongest drawback is that recruiters often
take it personally when someone is not interested or doesn’t have the resources to be a Lion. However, even during tough times, the very best recruiters are still hopeful and simply offering an opportunity to get involved and help those in need in our community – Where there’s a need there’s a
Lion. With the many needs out there today, we have a great many holes to fill! Please offer the Lions experience to your friends, acquaintances, neighbors, and co-workers today.
Lion Mack Stevens, GMT Chairman
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Bid ‘N Buy 2016
This year’s Bid ‘N Buy Auction was a smashing success despite the torrential rains caused by Hurricane
Matthew. Lion Stan Furman, President of the Lions Charity Foundation of District 24D commented; “The
depths of dedication to our Charity Foundation displayed by our Lions never cease to amaze me.” Furman
continues, “There were 243 guests in attendance at the auction this year. Over $26,500 was raised
through the event making this year’s auction the most successful to date.” Registered bidders purchased
over 350 auction items ranging from small gifts to big screen digital televisions. Lions from all over Southeastern Virginia drove to Chesapeake to support us even with the threats of flash flooding. Among the
guests were friends, family members and co-workers of Lions and members of the general public. “We’re
especially grateful to the Suffolk Rods and Muscle Cars Club for their generous $2,000 donation to LCF
24D,” said Furman. Members of the car club attended the Bid ‘N Buy Auction to present the check. The car
club chose our foundation to be the recipient of the proceeds from their most recent car show. We were
chosen because our local Lions Clubs provide essential services to people in need throughout our service
area. Nearly 40 Lions Clubs supported the event by soliciting auction donations, selling program advertisements, raffle tickets and purchasing auction items during the event. Furman states, “We wouldn’t be able to
produce such a successful event without the support of our Lions Clubs, Bid ‘N Buy committee members’
tireless efforts and the help of our Foundation board members. A sincere thank you to everyone involved in
supporting us to raise much-needed funds to continue our mission.” Year-round the Charity Foundation
distributes grants to assist Lions Clubs to provide charitable, scientific, literary, or educational endeavors in
Southeastern Virginia communities. Visit our website at www.LCF24D.org to learn more about the Lions
Charity Foundation of District 24D.
Photo of silent auction: Let the bidding
wars begin…

Picture of live auction: Guests anxiously
wait for the opportunity to buy, buy, buy

Photo of check presentation: Suffolk Rods
& Muscle Cars Club presents a $2,000 donation to the Lions Charity Foundation of
District 24D.
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DIRECTORY CORRECTIONS
-Page 23 – Add another meeting:
TAPPAHANNOCK
CLUB # 9309
Chartered January 29, 1942 – Sponsored by Fredericksburg
Roma Ristorante Italiano, 1322 Tappahannock Blvd.
Tappahannock
1st Tuesday – noon
3rd Tuesday - 6:30 p.m.
__________________________________
- Page 28 - Portsmouth Host, please correct President Bill Sleasman’s email
to read Bill.Sleasman@dom.com (vs. dem.com)
__________________________________
-Page 33 – Virginia Beach Host, please change Secretary Robert Hayes’ email
akowntnt@cox.net

Aragona-Pembroke Lions Club
On Saturday of October 15th, Lion Tanya Casanova brought her cubs Alex and Taryn to the Aragona-Pembroke White Cane fundraiser at the
ABC store in the Haygood Shopping Center. She
wanted them to see that there was more to what
the Lions do besides going to meetings and helping collect glasses and hearing aids by seeing
the members raise money. Soon after arriving
and greeting our Lion members: Lion Donnie
Johnson, Lion Christine Johnson, Lion Chris Widmer and Lion Kim Widmer, instead of watching
they jumped in holding the buckets asking for
people to donate to the White Cane fundraiser
explaining exactly what the Lions are all about.
Instead of staying for just an hour they stayed
and did another shift with Lion Keith and his wife.
At the end they raised $300+.
Photo credit Lion Kim Widmer
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Great Bridge Lions
January 24, 2017
Traditions at Chesapeake Golf Club
1201 Club House Road
Chesapeake, Va. 23322

Lion Doris Carawan – 376-7513
Lion Mike Barber – 621-0241
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Lions Alan and Pat Morrell are blessed to be able to travel. On one of their trips, they were delighted
to see this monument honoring our Lion Melvin Jones. Do you know where this sighting was seen?

May help you discern where the road is located.
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Lions Club International Centennial Convention
June 30 to July 4, 2017

STEP # 1
Complete the online LCI Centennial Convention Registration and Hotel Registration
Form (or complete and mail the form found on www.lionsofvirginia.org) VA Delegation Hotel is Hyatt Regency Chicago

STEP # 2
Complete the BUS Transportation Form. Total payment for bus trip is $260.
Deposit
guarantees you a seat;
.

TRANSPOTATION OPTION: BUS
LIONS OF VIRGINIA -- ROAD TRIP TO CHICAGO -- CELEBRATE
100 YEARS of Humanitarian SERVICE
What a great year to be a LION! In June 2017, Lions will celebrate 100 years of Service
at the Lions Clubs International CENTENNIAL Convention in Chicago. Arrangements
have been made with Martz Bus Company to transport the Virginia Lions to Chicago
for the Centennial Celebration. Each District will have pick-up locations and times.
Each bus is a deluxe coach with power outlets, restroom, DVD player and Wi-Fi.
Food and beverages may be taken on the bus but
is allowed. Each bus can
passengers. Bus Driver gratuity is not included in the price for the
accommodate
bus nor the hotel for the bus driver. The bus transportation cost is $260 and it includes a tour of Chicago before we ride back to Virginia. Timeline below is
if
you ride the Bus.
-- Pick-up Lions at designated locations and drive to Chicago; Arrive June 29.
— LCI Centennial Convention in Chicago.
--- Board your Martz bus for Tour of Chicago and then ride home to Virginia; arrive July 6.

Questions: VDG Sally Kenavan at sallykenavan1108@gmail.com
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KNIGHT’S VISION
Proud Sponsors
If you or your club wish to support the Knight’s Vision, there are several options available:
Subscribe: Knight’s Vision shipped to you every month - Cost $40 - Qualifies for Silver Patron
Lions Business Card: Your Name, Club and Position (President, Treasurer, PDG, etc.) - Cost $30
Personal Business Card: Advertise your business with the Knight’s Vision - Cost $40
Patron Tiers
Bronze – $25 Donation
Gold – $65 Donation
Diamond > $100 Donation

Silver – $40 Donation
Platinum – $90-$100 Donation

(Tiers Silver through Diamond come with a Subscription)
To become a KV Patron, please send your contribution to Cabinet Treasurer Lion Keith Feigh, with
a brief explanation of how you would want it reflected.
For example:

$65 Donation - Business Card/Bronze Patron
or
$65 Donation - Gold Patron

The Knight’s Vision appreciates the continued support of Lions just like you!
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